Triune Grace Commission Initiate Council
Ashram of A Living Organism Of Group Synthesis

Vocational Life Purposes

The Elemental Grace Alliance Council , Spheres Of Influence and Circles of Light
have been Invested with the Love and Light Energies of God Mother Vesta and
the Karmic Board of Directors , the Body of the Ascended Masters and other
God Intelligences, to Precipitate and Implement Divine Templates of Approach
for the potentialities inherent in All life through Programs and Education in
the areas of Holistic Education, Spirituality, Sustainable Energy and
Environmental Management, Open -Source information sharing, Self -Sustaining
and Integrated Living Models and Communications through the Science of
Synthesis and Cosmic and Universal Law.
“To change or rewrite the Divine Charters with God for the
Elementals and Nature Kingdoms, so that a radical and
significant shift can be made toward humanity’s conscious
awareness about their Interrelatedness an d Co-Creational
abilities for a more active and mutually beneficial Co-Creative
Collaboration Together”.

The Triune Grace Commission Initiate Council, has been Designed, Created,
Instated, and Implemented to become an Instrument of Divine Manifestation
to Receive Resources, Financial Funding and Capital Supply, Higher Guidance
and Knowledge, so as to be able to Create various Models and Templates of
Approach for New Educational and Research Programs and Platforms, also
Known as Academies of Light worldwide, for humanity over the decades to
come.
Such Studies will include but not limited to the following.
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To Enlighten the minds of people all over the world of the True Nature
of Existence, both as human beings living withi n a 3rd dimensional world
as well as a human race living within a 5th Dimensional Reality and
beyond.
To Bring Greater Awareness to people of all age groups, and how the
Universe around us, has and shall continue to be brought into visible
manifestation and being.
To Magnetize human conscious attention to the Vibrations of
Consciousness, that will offer new potentials for humanity to alter their
present human beliefs about how consciousness is used in their daily
lives, and how to change such thoughts, so Higher Vibrational
thoughtforms can make manifest better living conditions and
potentialities in all areas of not only human life, but all sentient
lifestreams upon and around the planet.
To Show how Universal Consciousness is within everything, both animat e
and inanimate things.
To Prove that Divine Consciousness is within every person at a Heart
Level, and that Heart Consciousness has the Power to Create every
thoughtform one has or desires.
To Educate and Teach Life Skills that will identify the Unlimited Powers
to Create, that is within Every Woman, Man and Child within this Human
Race.
To Detail the misuse of these Powers which are the cause of all fears,
loss and lack, all illness, and hardship, all miscreations, struggle,
competition and hostilities, all conflicts, confrontations and warfare, all
malevolent use of energy against humanity, the Earth and its living
streams of life which She contains within and upon Her, in all their
forms.
To Educate and Teach the Alchemical Application of God Life and Its
Rightful Use within this world.
To Provide, Enlighten, Illumine, Tutor, Instruct, School and Alert all who
seek a Higher Way of Life to expand their Awareness and Knowledge Base
for the Future Children of the world.

The Triune Grace Commission Initiate Council has seen the need to
Revolutionize the way people live their lives and have taken the necessary
steps to Qualify the Cha nges that are needed to help the people of the World
to Lift their own Consciousness to Higher Awareness and in turn use that
Knowledge Base, while being untainted and unrestricted by old human
conditioning, habituation, bias , prejudice, predispositions or preconceptions
of who they are seen in the outer world . It has taken millions of years here on
the planet to achieve this, and must begin to manifest now, and the time is
ubiquitous to Support this EGA Divine Plan that was Conceived and Inaugurated
within the Chambers of Shamballa, that awaits Humanity’s Participation to

Execute here upon Earth for the Greatest Good of All Concerned through the
Rightful Application to God Life and in Accordance with Cosmic Law! .
“The lingering fears in the worlds of mankind today, are of the unwary to the
TRUTH of God Life. Whereas Faith, Hope and Charity, are the Great Triune
Bearers of Light, Who Shall Exalt Reality and will Lead mankind back toward
the Light”. S t Ger m a i n
In order to do this, to Seek the New Laws that are now required for the Higher
Truth to Enable Mankind to Ascend as a Whole Human Race as a single Living
Organism of Divine Synthesis , where those at the Forefront of this Divine
Movement MUST Accept, first, the fact that the New Laws that they are Seeking
are not yet clearly formulated, that man’s and woman’s Vibratory Frequency
are not yet of sufficient strength to Build a Concrete Form on the concrete
plane of mind. One of the Service Activities of the Disciple s or Initiates is that
of Formulating the New Laws. And this is what this Triune Grace Commission
Initiate Council is all about! They will not be able to look on the concrete plane
of the mind, for they will not find it there . It lays Within the Cave where Its
Form Will Present Itself as a Malleable, Pliable, or Ductile Wave of
Consciousness that can be Manipulated to Its Highest Level According to the
Levels of the Resonances, Light Quotients and Awareness of the Initiates go
above and beyond the Vibratory Frequency of this human race m ind
consciousness, even in its Highest Concept, to the Abstract Plane of Ideas
where they Will Sense, at first, the feeble Impulse s of these New Laws as They
Emanate and Radiate from the Soul Monad, on its own Soul Persona Plane of
Existence. The Initiates W ill Feel out th ose Impulses, Sense The Vibrations,
Tune into Their Own Mental Vibration to that of the Sensed One, and through
the Law of Attraction, bring It into Their Magnetic Field of the Mind
Consciousness of Their Ashramic G roup to be Synthesized for the Benefit of
the Whole Human Race or Group Living Organism.
Upon Entry into the Initiates Magnetic Field of Mind, the New Laws, the New
Impulses, Beating with a Steadier, Stronger Rhythm, and what They can only
vaguely have sensed in the beginning, as an abstract idea, will begin to take
shape within Their Own Group Magnetic Field and then Outward into the
Greater Magnetic Field of the Ashramic Group that They are Rep resenting! And
Ultimately into the Greater Living Organism known as the Human Race and the
abstraction in concrete form, where -by They are Enabled to Relate the Idea
and now the Ideal in to the world of appearances, and to gradually, through
Meditation, Mediation and Reflection, Set These New Laws up within Their Own
Outer Lives first, as Their Own Consciousness having New Coordinates from
which to Function and Relate as the Soul to Form.
They Will See all this as the New Spiritual Laws that will Govern matter. They
Will then Separates Themselves from both the Laws and matter and See
Themselves as Mediators . They Will Begin to Divinely Understand how they
can Bring those New Spiritual Laws, those Impulses, those Vibrations to Bear

upon matter in such a way as to Produce a Desired Result in the world of
appearances. In this Stage of Development, the Disciple or Initiate is no longer
just a channel; He or She has Become a Conscious Creator, Bringing two Forces
Together to Produce a Desired Result in time and space.
The Qualification of the ‘I AM’ shares these Discourse Excerpts , about the New
World Governments and Governing Laws that have been explained in the True
Constitution and ‘I AM’ One World Nation Indenture!
Part 1 – Ascension Alchemy Class – Divine Human Prototype – ‘I AM’ Authority
Alchemy Class and The Application to God Life – St Germain, 23rd February
2020
“Therefore, Unification within the three worlds of human endeavour must
Invocate Spiritual demonstrations and in this case as part of the New Body of
Christ beginning to Manifest within the New Realms of Physicality upon Earth,
a New ‘I AM’ One World Nation, has been conceived and awaiting its physical
manifestation. This ‘I AM’ One World Nation Group shall be the congregation
of all Souls on Earth who will dedicate themselves to Serve God First and
Foremost and then the ‘I AM’ Pres ence of each other ’s Individualized Presence .
Each person then becomes a potential of the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation as
a Citizen, regardless of their race, age, gender, religious denomination,
nationality, esoteric or exoteric affiliation. As New World Servers United to
Birth the Light Body of Each One you are now beginning to see how you are
demonstrating in many ways the New World Divine Human Prototype that will
Evolve into a Divine Spiritual World Government upon the Earth, that will be
Inaugurated by the Living Christs after the Second Coming in the near future. ”
End Excerpt.
Part 2 – Ascension Alchemy Class – Path Of Least Resistance – ‘I AM’ Authority
Alchemy Class and The Application to God Life – St Germain, 24th February
2020
“As you realize, the New Ashram of Synthesis carries the responsibility not only
of incarnating (so to speak) as a Conscious Soul within the body of humanity,
but of Building the New Forms of the New Civilization which can and will
adequately house that Incarnate Soul and provide for its continuing growth and
development. The Ashramic Group Life is constituted (if you will please excuse
my terminology here) of three major ‘Sections’ insofar as its Focus of Attention
is concerned.
“These Major Sections which are determined by the three major Ashrams which
have come together to create the new synthesis are:
“Section 1 - which deals with Divine Purpose, Divine Power, Divine Will, and
which is reflected outwardly, works out within the body of humanity as
Government; works out within the Group Life as Cooperative Leadership, as
each individual within the Group follows His or Her own overshadowing

Spiritual Soul Guidance, which is His or Her Governing Agent, so to speak . The
Head Centre then of the Group Life is the Ashram.
“Section 2 - of the Ashramic Group Life is that of the Consciousness Aspect, the
Soul Life of the Gr oup dealing primarily with the growth and development of
the incarnate consciousness (incarnate on Ashramic Levels within the Causal
Sheath; incarnate below these levels within the threefold instrument) . This
Section of the Ashram is reflected outwardly w ithin the body of humanity
primarily in the Field of Education; within the Group Life, in the same Field
(that of Teaching) as well as any other Activity which deals specifically with the
Soul Life. I Am placing in this Section (and deliberately so, becau se this is the
New Age into which We all have entered), Healing; all of the cultural activities
of humanity; and in part the Field of Science, particularly in Research.
“Section 3 - of the Ashram is that of Intelligent Activity, the Form Building
Section of the Ashram which has to do with the Building specifically of the New
Forms of the New Civilization . This Works out in the outer life and affairs of
the Group and within the bod y of humanity in the Field of Business.” End
Excerpt.
Archangel Gabriel – Immaculate Conception of The New Erthe - ‘I AM’ Authority
Alchemy Class, 23rd December 2018
“We have a request Dear One’s, Now that you have Created your Beacons of
Light and Radiations Centres of Heart and Site Location with Focused Intent,
Now that you have been Granted the Cosmic Law of what is to Act out here in
the world and particularly now here in the Americas, you have become part of
the Authority of a New World Government Acting for and on behalf of the
People, especially the New Children .
“We therefore Invite you to take such Responsibilities of this and so to call in
The Elohim of Purity and Astrea, to Burn the Ascension Flame of Purity in
through and all around all imbalances and therefore you are now a part of the
Authority of Government, and you CAN make the Call for the Sacred Fire
Presence of whatever Ascended Mast er and Cosmic Control is necessary to
come in, through and around every office and position of trust, authority, and
influence, of control of any kind in the government, in business, in education
everywhere within the Nation or Nations. ” End Excerpt.
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To Be Managed And Administer ed Through New Energy Understandings,
Working Higher, Smarter And Not Harder.
To Create Function and Activities That Honour The Oneness With All .
To Continually Educate The Public, For Them To Attain Optimu m Results
For Themselves.
To Allow The Operation To Unfold Naturally In Accordance With Universal
Laws.
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•
•

To Continue To Excel And Perfect The ‘Elemental Grace Alliance Divine
Plan’ And To Allow The Natural Implementation Of Such .
To Maintain A Firm Understanding Of What The Human Consciousness Is
Seeking Through Feelings.
To Be Original And Imaginative.

Omega and Alpha are the ‘I AM’ Presence of the Great Central Sun and as this
Place Resides in Us, We are One and the Same. Omega shares this with us;
“Grace and Mercy abound, and the Grace of the word, The Shekinah, Beloved
ones, the Mighty Power of Mother Flame, and of Shakti of God . By the Grace
and Mercy then, you are able to come to the Secret Place of your God, and to
do so on a regular basis, daily! To do so will strike unto you a new tenderness,
a tenderness so rare, you could hardly find a harsh feeling, or a harsh word
thereafter, so wondrous, so loving is the Presence and so much Love will you
find in that place, where the Three -Fold Flame Burns so brightly!” End Excerpt.
Alpha shared this;
“Receive Our Prodigal Children, Our Kiss of Peace, and know, though you may
feel far away from Me, know that ‘I AM’ nigh, even at the door of your heart,
knocking with the Eternal Gift of Life, with each heartbeat, and I determine
that you who desire to do Our Eternal Will shall not fail!” End Excerpt.
In continuation, Initiates can Explore the Gifts of Life by exploring Their Own
Lives in an attempt to Awaken Their Body Elementals , Their Senses, and Their
Soul and ‘I AM’ Communication Skills with Higher God Intelligences, along with
their Own Sou l Persona both within the body of the ego personality and the
Soul Monad in Form as Individualized Self Expressions through the Human
Biology. They can learn to drop, erase or dissolve any fear within Their Life
Force, and they can Expand their Energies of Life and Divine Truth into
everyday God Blessings.
The Initiates can use Their Divine Breath of God’s Life to Explore and Release
old emotional and mental patterns, thus, Opening to the Mighty ‘I AM’
Presence of The Father’s Light and The Mother’s Love into the sub -conscious
to Create Anew!
Breath, is the Key to Restoring the Deepest Connections with Divine Impulses,
with Sense Subjective Emotion, with Imagination and thereby with Light
Language. The voice is not just a musical instrument to be played skilfull y, it
is a human instrument for communication . Reconditioning the way the voice
works, means reconditioning the breathing processes on deep levels of
involuntary neuro-physiological, psycho -physical, brain-body functioning. Any
serious practice of breath and voice must bring to the Level of Consciousness
Activities that normally belong in the unconscious sector of daily being.
The Breath has the Magical Power to Liberate all and bring them into Peace,
Harmony and Balance.
Breath is the Bridge Between the Conscious,

Unconscious and Higher Mind. Breath is the Bridge to the Elemental Kingdoms
and Builders of Form . Proper Breathing has a Direct Effect on the Unification
of the body, mind and Spirit, bringing a Feeling of incredible Stillness, Peace
and Freedom where the Elementals, Devas, and Masters Reside . This Process
has an Integrative Influence on people, Producing a Cohesive, Aligned and
Coherent Human Being. Deep Breathing has an Automatic and Significant,
Alchemical Effect which Propels a Deep Cellular Purification Process into A
Love In Action during a Breath Work session.
This type of Breathing moves deep levels of accumulated pollution sitting in
the tissues of the body and the recesses of the mind . This process is not only
Profoundly Transformative, it has Real Health benefits. Breathing is the Bridge
between the seen and the Unseen, the known and the Unknown,
between stress and Relaxation, pollution and Purity, pain and Peace, struggle
and Freedom. It brings Spirit into matter, Affecting Every Cell in the body in a
Positive, Life-Giving Way.
Breathing is the Elixir of Life! Human Cells Hold the Secret of Life to Who They
Truly Are, The Human Cells Are Alive , Aware and Communicating every nano
second of one’s Human Existence! Within One’s Breathing Life can be Exalted
or extinguished!
‘I AM’ the Fire Breath of God from Within the Heart of Beloved Alpha and
Omega.
‘I AM’ the Immaculate Concept In Expression Everywhere ‘I AM’.
‘I AM’ Divine Joy, as the Full Expression of Divine Love.
‘I AM’ The Seal that Protects Every Heart that Breathes the Fire Breath of
God.
‘I AM’ Purity, Wholeness and Love Manifest Everywhere ‘I Am’ That ‘I Am’.

The Elemental Grace Alliance – Triune Grace Commission Initiate Council, has
been Created to Design, Implement and Deliver Permanent, Effective, and
Efficient Leading-Edge Facilitation to Aid any person or group who wishes to
Spear Head humanity toward the Full Integration of the Christos Energy, in
Accordance with the Truth of Divine Consciousness within The Mother Father
Source of Universal Equilibrium .
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To simplify and streamline the Journey of Spiritual discovery by
eliminating the mountains of information available in search for the
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Truth of Who Human Beings Are as a human biological vehicle of
expression.
To Synthesise all relevant information to make it easy to define and to
put into everyday practice.
To understand the developments of human DNA, both the physical
aspects, along with the Quantum Levels now available to all.
To Generate Greater Awareness and Responsibilities for the Activation
and Expansion of Human Gene Key Encodements, from the shadow,
through the Gift Levels and into the Siddhi Self Realizations and
achievements.
To Self-Empower human beings to take on their own Divine Roles to
Initiate, Ground and Integrate the New Cosmic and Earth Energies.
To Assist Dear Souls to Understand more fully themselves and their
relationships to Spiritual Awareness in a much more concentrated,
expanded and extensive way.
To Promote and Develop Open Communication between each Dear Soul
as Divine Brothers and Sisters , The Elemental Devas and Angelic Host,
here upon Earth with Unconditional Love, Peace, Joy and Harmony.
To Initiate and Activate potential situations and circumstances arou nd
the world for the Raising of the Vibrational Frequencies of Human
Consciousness into the 5th Dimension and Above in Higher Dimensional
Realms.
To Move the New Energies now upon the Planet through One’s Own Self,
so that each and every Human Being has the same and equal
Opportunities to access these New Potentialities without separation or
segregation.
To Administer New Breath to all outdated and redundant old life
scenarios and belief systems.
To Provide New Concepts, Ideas and Universal and Cosmic Laws, New
Thought Forms and Patterns , Templates of Approach for the Successful
Mass Transition of Human Consciousness into the Higher Realms through
the Full Embodiment of The Christos Energy through the human bio logy.
To Entrust all people who come into contact with The Elemental Grace
Alliance and the literary and practical works it Endorses and Promotes,
to discern for themselves what their own desires and choices may be,
regarding the New Opportunities being made available to them.
To Expand Opportunities of Expression through Creative and Co -Creative
Thinking, Creative and Co -Creative Manifestations of the New Thought
Forms into this physical Earth plane and how to blend them into the Self
Realization of their own lives.
To Direct a Movement of Spiritually minded Souls toward all types of
facilitation and co -facilitation with others, within these transitions and
transcending processes in a New Light of Consciousness.
To Understand the Universal Laws and how they Rightfully Apply to
humanity at this time.
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To Encourage direct communication links with one’s own I Am Presence,
the Higher Realms, Guides and Guardians, Angels, Archangels, Masters
and the like.
To Be, via Compassion and Love in Action.
To Live a Life Full of Abundance, Love, Power, Wisdom, Peace, Harmony
and Joy, in Good and Perfect Health.
To Provide translation services for the information to reach all languages
of this world where possible.

